Summary
This is the Domestic and International Pricing Engine SDK (version 11.4.4.0) for the November 25, 2016 Release. The following is a list of Enhancements included in this release.

CR 7993 – Update Military Mail restrictions
The following rules have been updated to support the changes made to the Military Mail restrictions:

“I” restriction

From:
Mail of all classes must fit in a mail sack. Mail may not exceed the following dimensions:
Maximum length 20 inches.
Maximum width 12 inches.
Maximum width 12 inches.
The maximum length and girth combined may not exceed 68 inches
This restriction does not apply to registered mail and official government mail marked MOM.

To:
Reserved for future use.

Action:
Delete all rules

“I1” restriction

From:
This restriction does not apply to registered mail.

To:
Reserved for future use.

Action:
Delete all rules

“I2” restriction

From:
This restriction does not apply to official government mail marked MOM.
To:
Reserved for future use.

Action:
delete all rules

"X" restriction

From:
Personal mail is limited to First-Class Mail items (to include audio cassettes and voice tapes) weighing 13 ounces or less. This limitation does not apply to official mail.

To:
Cremated remains are prohibited.

Action:
delete all rules
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